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Several amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) deposition conditions have been reported to produce films that

degrade least under light soaking when incorporated into a-Si:H solar cells. However, a systematic

comparison of these a-Si:H materials has never been presented. In the present study, different

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition conditions, yielding standard low-pressure VHF

a-Si:H, protocrystalline, polymorphous, and high-pressure RF a-Si:H materials, are compared with

respect to their optical properties and their behavior when incorporated into single-junction solar

cells. A wide deposition parameter space has been explored in the same deposition system varying

hydrogen dilution, deposition pressure, temperature, frequency, and power. From the physics of

layer growth, to layer properties, to solar cell performance and light-induced degradation, a

consistent picture of a-Si:H materials that are currently used for a-Si:H solar cells emerges. The

applications of these materials in single-junction, tandem, and triple-junction solar cells are

discussed, as well as their deposition compatibility with rough substrates, taking into account

aspects of voltage, current, and charge collection. In sum, this contributes to answering the

question, “Which material is best for which type of solar cell?” VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4824813]

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the Staebler-Wronski effect

in 1977,1 light-induced degradation of hydrogenated

amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) has been widely discussed in

the literature. Nevertheless, the processes that lead to

(partially reversible) deteriorated conductivity and

enhanced recombination in solar cells are not yet fully

understood at the atomic and energy-band levels. Thus,

light-induced degradation remains an active field of

research for a-Si:H solar cells. Several models exist that

explain aspects of light-induced degradation, see, e.g.,

the review article.2 Recently, the role of vacancies and

voids in light-induced degradation has received increased

attention.3–5

Leading institutes in the development of a-Si:H solar

cells have claimed different plasma-enhanced chemical

vapor deposition (PECVD) conditions for a-Si:H absorber

materials to be best suited for high-efficiency solar cells

showing high efficiency (with low light-induced degrada-

tion). These material classes include:

• Low-pressure VHF a-Si:H: Deposited at low pressure and

very high frequency (VHF) (typically 0.2–0.8 mbar,

40–140 MHz) with rather low hydrogen dilution, these

materials have small bandgaps and provide high currents,

mainly for use in single-junction or micromorph tandem

solar cells.6,7

• Protocrystalline silicon (pc-Si:H): Deposited at moderate

pressure and radio frequency (RF, 13.56 MHz) with a

hydrogen dilution close to the transition from a-Si:H to

microcrystalline silicon (lc-Si:H), these materials have a

wide bandgap for triple-junction solar cells. If grown thick

enough, this material can turn into lc-Si:H with increasing

crystallinity.8–10

• Polymorphous silicon (pm-Si:H): The deposition condi-

tions of pm-Si:H are close to those of pc-Si:H, but possibly

a slightly higher pressure is used. In contrast to pc-Si:H,

this material can be grown thick without a transition to lc-

Si:H. Small crystallites, produced in the plasma phase, can

be distributed homogeneously throughout the thickness as

these deposition conditions are close to the powder

regime.11,12

• High-pressure RF a-Si:H: These materials are deposited at

high pressures (typically above 6 mbar) and RF, often

with a smaller inter-electrode gap.13,14

• Triode: Deposition conditions similar to low pressure

VHF a-Si:H but with an additional biased mesh between

the electrodes lead to very low deposition rate but dense

material.15,16

a-Si:H deposition techniques other than PECVD, such as

sputtering,17 hot-wire deposition,18,19 or expanded thermal

plasma deposition20 did not lead to high solar cell efficien-

cies or were not commercially practical, and will not be

discussed here further.

In this contribution, we present a systematic study of

different deposition conditions in order to sweep through the

range of a-Si:H materials listed above. We restricted our

study to PECVD with two electrodes, and only silane and

hydrogen were used as gaseous precursors. We varied the

hydrogen dilution, pressure, power, and excitation frequencya)Electronic mail: michael.stuckelberger@epfl.ch
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of the plasma during the deposition of a-Si:H films incorpo-

rated as the absorber in single junction solar cells.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Deposition conditions for intrinsic a-Si:H

All silicon layers were deposited by PECVD in an

Octopus I cluster tool developed by INDEOtec SA,21 which

allowed a wide variety of deposition conditions and fast

equilibration times thanks to a closed reactor design.22

The symmetric electrodes in each chamber were 15

� 16 cm2, the inter-electrode gap was 15 mm, and the excita-

tion frequency was 13.56 MHz fixed or adjustable (VHF).

Dedicated chambers were used for p-layer, n-layer, and

i-layer depositions, and different chambers were used for

i-layers deposited at RF and VHF.

Table I summarizes the deposition parameters of the

four plasma regimes investigated in this study. For each of

these regimes, the hydrogen dilution was widely varied while

keeping the total gas flow constant. Exceptions for very high

or low dilutions were made due to limitations of the mass

flow controllers. Note that the power was measured at the

generator output.

The deposition temperature was kept at 200 �C. For the

best bulk material quality in the different pressure regimes,

we chose the lowest power density that allowed plasma igni-

tion for all hydrogen dilutions. Temperature and power series

for selected deposition conditions complete the explored

parameter space.

B. Solar cell design

The a-Si:H films described in Sec. II A were incorpo-

rated into solar cells. We used the same cell design (see

Fig. 1) for all experiments and changed only the intrinsic

bulk layer to obtain a direct comparison of bulk layer

properties resulting from the investigated deposition

conditions.

The a-Si:H solar cells were deposited in the superstrate

configuration (p-i-n) on 0.5 mm thick Schott AF 32 glass

substrates. For the front and back contacts, 2 lm thick boron-

doped ZnO (ZnO:B) was deposited by low-pressure chemi-

cal vapor deposition (LPCVD). All solar cells were co-

deposited on four different substrates with varying rough-

ness: Three substrates consisted of co-deposited ZnO:B on

glass. On one, as-deposited ZnO:B was used; on two others,

the ZnO:B was treated for 4 and 10 min with an argon

plasma to smoothen the surface texture from V- into

U-shaped. This leads to not only less shunting but also less

light scattering.23 All results shown below except in

Sec. III F refer only to the substrate treated for 4 min. The

presented trends, however, were consistent across all sub-

strates. As a flat reference, a fourth substrate with smoothly

grown LPCVD ZnO:B was used, also treated for 4 min with

an argon plasma.24,25

Solar cell deposition began with a p-type bilayer.

Directly on the ZnO, we deposited a microcrystalline

silicon-oxide layer (p-(lc-SiO:H)) for good electrical

contact, enhanced transparency, and shunt-quentching.26,27

This was followed by an amorphous silicon carbide layer

(p-(a-SiC:H)) with a wide bandgap to provide a high electric

field. The p-type layers were deposited at nominally 150 �C
and 40.68 MHz.

In order to keep the sensitive p-i and i-n interfaces as

similar as possible from one deposition to the other, we sand-

wiched the 220 nm thick intrinsic bulk absorber layer under

investigation between 10 nm thick intrinsic a-Si:H buffer

layers at both interfaces, deposited at 200 �C, RF, and high

hydrogen dilution. These buffer layers (as well as the doped

layers and ZnO contacts) were the same on all solar cells,

regardless of the intrinsic bulk layer. The deposition condi-

tions were chosen right at the transition from a-Si:H to lc-

Si:H but still amorphous enough that the buffer layer grew

amorphous even on lc-Si:H.

The three i-layer depositions were followed by an n-type

bilayer consisting of an amorphous silicon layer (n-(a-Si:H))

and a microcrystalline silicon oxide layer (n-(lc-SiO:H)) in

contact with the back ZnO:B. They were deposited at 200 �C
and 40.68 MHz.

In addition to SiH4 and H2, CO2 was used for oxide

layers, B(CH3)3 for p-type layers, PH3 for n-type layers, and

CH4 for the carbide layer. For better reproducibility and to

ensure that cell performance was not limited by the doped

layers, all doped layers were thicker than those in cells opti-

mized for high efficiency.

For each substrate, an array of 16 cells, each 0.25 cm2 in

size, was defined and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) was

used as a white back reflector.

TABLE I. Deposition conditions for intrinsic bulk a-Si:H layers.

Pressure (mbar) Power (W) Total gas flow (sccm) Frequency (MHz)

0.2 3 30 40.68

2.5 3 85 13.56

5.0 10 100 13.56

9.0 20 100 13.56

FIG. 1. Solar cell structure used for all p-i-n solar cells.
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C. Layer and cell characterization

For measurements of intrinsic bulk layer properties, the

layers were deposited on 0.5 mm thick Schott AF 32 glass

substrates and 250 lm thick double-side polished intrinsic

(100) crystalline silicon (c-Si) wafers.

Ellipsometry measurements were performed using a

UVISEL ellipsometer from Horiba Jobin Yvon (with mono-

chromators for IR and UV/Vis) between 0.6 and 6 eV, and

transmission measurements using a Lambda 900 spectrome-

ter from Perkin Elmer between 300 and 2000 nm. For

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measure-

ments, a Spectrum 2000 spectrometer from Perkin Elmer

and a Nicolet 8700 spectrometer from Thermo Scientific

were used. Raman crystallinity was measured on an Invia

Raman microscope from Renishaw and on a Senterra Raman

microscope from Bruker with green lasers.

Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were measured with

a four-lamp solar simulator from Wacom (class AAA) under

standard conditions (AM1.5g, 1000 W m�2, 25 �C),28,29 cur-

rent was determined from an external quantum efficiency

(EQE) system built in-house. Light soaking was performed in

a sun simulator from Solaronix (class AAA) under standard

conditions (AM1.5g, 1000 W m�2, 50 �C).30

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Plasma regimes

Figure 2 shows the lowest power for pure silane and

hydrogen plasmas (both for RF and VHF) for which a stable

plasma could be sustained. Instead of the breakdown voltage

that is more commonly shown for Paschen curves,31 we

show here the extinction power as it is more relevant for the

deposition of layers. This graph gives an overview of the

characteristics of our reactor and the deposition conditions

that are accessible. The curves for RF are less smooth than

those for VHF because of the amplifier precision limit of 1

W. In further discussion, we refer to the “turning point”32 as

the lowest pressure at which the plasma could be sustained,

and to the “diffusion/drift” branch as the part of a Paschen

curve at pressures significantly above the pressure of mini-

mum extinction power.

Four observations are relevant for a-Si:H deposition

from silane/hydrogen plasma by PECVD:

(i) At high pressures, higher power is needed when the

frequency is increased from 13.56 to 40.68 MHz.

(ii) At high pressures, higher power is needed for SiH4

than for H2.

(iii) VHF sustains plasmas at much lower pressures than

RF.

(iv) SiH4 plasmas can be sustained at lower pressures than

H2 plasmas.

Assuming vanishing electron concentrations close to the

electrodes, the extinction power at high pressures is limited

by the ionization rate �i of gas molecules via electron

impact33,34

�i ¼ aþ b � ðL� 2AÞ�2: (1)

Here, a and b are constants that include the reactor size and

electron diffusion coefficients, L denotes the inter-electrode

gap and A ¼ Vdr=ð2pf Þ is the electron displacement ampli-

tude expressed in terms of the electron drift velocity Vdr and

the RF field frequency f.
From Eq. (1), we see that an increase of the frequency

leads to a lower electron displacement amplitude and a lower

ionization rate. Hence, a stronger electric field may be

needed for the electrons to acquire sufficient energy to per-

form electron-impact ionization of molecules, which may

explain why a higher power is needed to sustain VHF

plasmas, as observed in (i).

In contrast, Eq. (1) is not valid close to the turning point,

where the mean free path of the electrons is of the same

order as the inter-electrode distance, L � 2A, and electron

loss at the electrodes limits the plasma-sustaining conditions.

With increasing frequency (lower A), fewer electrons are lost

at the electrodes and the plasma can be sustained at lower

pressures; this explains (iii).

Similar reasoning explains (iv): A SiH4 plasma can be

operated at lower pressures compared to a H2 plasma due to

a higher dissociation cross section and hence lower mean

free path of the electrons.

Observation (ii) has already been reported else-

where.35,36 For a given pressure, more electrons are lost in

collisions in a SiH4 plasma than in a H2 plasma; hence, a

higher power is needed.

The differences between H2 and SiH4 plasmas and the

crossing of their Paschen curves are of great importance for

depositions at low power as is desired for highly stable solar

cells:

(a) For low pressures, hydrogen dilution can make it

impossible to sustain a plasma, while at high pressures

it allows a plasma to be sustained at a lower power.

(b) For low pressures, where electron loss at the electrodes

dominates, ignition with an external electron source

can reduce the ignition power dramatically. However,

this has hardly any effect at higher pressures, where

electron loss by collisions in the gas phase limits the

plasma ignition. More concretely, the plasmas for the

hydrogen dilution series at 0.2 mbar were ignited with
FIG. 2. Plasma extinction power as a function of gas pressure for pure H2

and SiH4 plasmas powered at RF and VHF.
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the help of an external electron source, while only

slightly higher power but no external charges were

required for the ignition of the plasmas in the dilution

series at 2.5, 5.0, and 9.0 mbar.

B. Deposition rates

The deposition rates of the investigated plasma condi-

tions are shown in Fig. 3. For each hydrogen dilution series

(see Fig. 3(a)), one can distinguish two different branches:

The deposition rate increases with increasing hydrogen dilu-

tion at low dilution, and seems to decrease logarithmically at

high dilution.

At low hydrogen dilutions, powder formation with

non-uniform deposition of the layer is observed. Hence, the

deposition rate is lowered by polymerization of SiH4 towards

higher silanes that are pumped away and do not contribute to

the growing film.

For the same reason, the hydrogen dilution with the

highest deposition rate (indicated with black circles in

Fig. 3(a)) increases with pressure; this is also the case if the

power is kept the same for all pressures (results not shown

here). The collisions of the film precursors in the plasma

phase increase with increasing pressure; hence, more powder

is produced and fewer film precursors reach the surface to

contribute to layer growth.

The decrease of the deposition rate for high hydrogen

dilutions is not intuitive: One might think that increasing the

dilution (by decreasing the SiH4 flow while keeping the total

flow constant) would limit the deposition rate because of the

low SiH4 flow (that would lead to highly depleted plasma

conditions). However, this explanation can be excluded for

our situation. A simple estimation of the maximum deposi-

tion rate37

rmax ¼ 0:0962
USiH4

S

m2 � Å
sccm � s

� �
; (2)

with USiH4
the silane flow and S the inner chamber surface,

predicts at least twice the measured deposition rate, even for

the most diluted deposition conditions.

We suggest another mechanism for the deposition rate

decrease with hydrogen dilution based on a diminishing

fraction of the power being used to dissociate SiH4 compared

to that used for H2 dissociation, where the latter does not

directly contribute to layer growth. First, we define the par-

tial power available for silane dissociation

PSiH4
¼: P � USiH4

USiH4
þ UH2

: (3)

Here, P is the total power, and the silane and hydrogen flow

rates are given by USiH4
and UH2

, respectively. For the inves-

tigated deposition conditions, the deposition rate r should be

proportional to the concentration cSiH3
of the main film

precursor in the plasma, SiH3, which in turn depends on Ne3,

the number of electrons38 with a sufficiently high energy to

initiate the SiH4 ! SiH3 þ H reaction. The electron impact

energy needed for this reaction path (8.75 eV)39 is close to

the dissociation energy of molecular hydrogen (8.85 eV).40

Thus, the number of electrons used for silane dissociation is

proportional to Ne3 �
USiH4

USiH4
þUH2

and we conclude that

r/ cSiH3
/ Ne3 �

USiH4

USiH4
þUH2

/P � USiH4

USiH4
þUH2

¼: PSiH4
: (4)

The deposition rate as a function of the partial power is plot-

ted in Fig. 4. Indeed, we see that the deposition rate increases

linearly with the partial power for low PSiH4
. Note that the

curves for different pressures and powers overlap well within

experimental error. The proportionality constant measured

here is on the order of 5 Å W�1 s�1 or, considering only one

electrode surface, 1200 Å cm2 W�1 s�1. This value allows us

to estimate the maximum deposition rate for a given inter-

electrode distance with RF power. For VHF, the deposition

rate increases linearly with PSiH4
too, however, with a lower

slope. For higher partial powers, the deposition rate stays

below the linear behavior due to increasing utilization of

SiH4 for species that are not deposited, e.g., powder.

The temperature dependence of the deposition rate is

weak as can be seen in Fig. 3(b). However, it was systemati-

cally observed for different pressures and dilutions that the

deposition rate increases with increasing temperature, in

agreement with measurements by And�ujar et al.41 (For the

triode reactor configuration, where we expect the tempera-

ture dependence of the deposition rate to be similar to that in

diode configuration, such a temperature dependence was not

seen within the temperature range of interest.15,42) We sug-

gest the following explanation: With increasing temperature,

the desorption rate of hydrogen from the surface is higher,

and hence less hydrogen is available at the surface. At the

same time, more dangling bonds provide “sticking places”

for film precursors, thus leading to a higher deposition rate.

One may imagine that powder formation could also be

responsible: There tends to be less powder at higher tempera-

tures;43 therefore, the deposition rate could be higher

because fewer film precursors are lost to powder. Further,

FIG. 3. Deposition rate as a function of H2:SiH4 flow ratio for different pres-

sures (a: 200 �C) and temperatures (b: 2.5 mbar, 3 W, RF) and as a function

of power (c: 0.2 mbar, VHF, H2:SiH4 flow ratio of 1:1) with a linear fit.
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following the ideal gas law, a higher temperature means a

lower gas number density, and hence fewer gas-phase colli-

sions and less powder. However, no powder formation was

observed for the layers presented in Fig. 3(b) or for other

series in which this temperature dependence was observed.

Therefore, we conclude that powder formation does not play

a major role in the deposition rate increase with temperature.

In Fig. 3(c), we see that the deposition rate increases

linearly with power for depositions at VHF, 0.2 mbar, and a

H2: SiH4 flow ratio of 1:1. This confirms that the deposition

rate is indeed limited by silane dissociation.

C. Bandgap

Optical layer characterization was performed by com-

bined fitting of three-angle ellipsometry measurements and

transmission measurements of layers deposited on glass

with a Tauc-Lorentz model,44 taking into account surface

roughness. The bandgaps—parametrized here by the model-

independent energy E04, at which the absorption coefficient

reaches 104 cm�1—of the dilution series for different pres-

sures are shown in Fig. 5. Other bandgap parametrizations

like the Tauc-Lorentz bandgap ETL
g or the Tauc bandgap

ET
g —all determined from fits to ellipsometry and

transmission data—show the same trends. For higher hydro-

gen dilutions than those shown here, Raman measurements

showed a crystalline peak at around 520 cm�1; in these cases,

the fitting of the ellipsometry/transmission data with a single

Tauc-Lorentz oscillator was no longer adequate and the

measurements are not shown here. Thus, the data at the high-

est hydrogen dilution mark the transition from a-Si:H to

lc-Si:H. Note that the hydrogen dilution at which the transi-

tion takes place increases with increasing pressure due to

decreased ion bombardment on the surface and hence a

lower surface mobility of the adatoms.45

As reported elsewhere,46–48 the bandgap increases with

increasing hydrogen dilution—moderately at low dilutions

and stronger close to the transition. Whether this is due to a

depletion of states close to the valence band,46 to decreased

structural disorder,47 to compressive stress associated with

hydrogen incorporation in divacancies and nanosized

voids,48 or to a combination of these effects is not clear.

D. Solar cell performance after light soaking

The solar cell results reported in this section are taken

from the cell on each substrate with the highest Voc � FF
product in the initial state (with Voc the open circuit voltage

and FF the fill factor). These cells are most often also the

best on their respective substrate after light soaking.

Differences among various absorber layers are often

visible only after light soaking, when the conversion effi-

ciency is typically limited by electron/hole recombination at

light-induced defects. Therefore, initial solar cell perform-

ance is not shown here, and we instead concentrate on solar

cell performance after light soaking and the relative light-

induced degradation.

The performance of solar cells (in terms of Voc, FF,

short-circuit current density Jsc, and conversion efficiency)

with the i-layers that have been discussed in Secs. III A–III C

is shown in Fig. 6. As expected from the layer properties of

the bulk absorber material, Voc increases generally with

hydrogen dilution due to a bandgap increase (see Fig. 6(a)),

until it drops sharply as soon as nanocrystals start to grow

near the i-n interface at the transition to lc-Si:H. The highest

Voc that can be obtained by varying the hydrogen dilution for

a given pressure increases with pressure (emphasized with

black circles in Fig. 6(a)). This can be partially explained by

the increased bandgap of the corresponding layers as shown

in Fig. 5. In addition, the decreased ion bombardment of the

underlying p- and buffer layers at the beginning of the i-layer

deposition could create fewer defects at the p-i interface.

In Fig. 6(c) we see that the increased bandgap with

dilution leads to a decreased current due to less absorption

of low-energy photons, consistent with Figs. 5 and 6(a). At

very high dilutions, where crystallites start to grow near

the i-n interface, the current drops quickly due to poor

collection of charge carriers that are excited in the crystal-

line phase (too high barrier for holes at the crystalline/

amorphous interface). However, these charge carriers gen-

erated from photons at wavelengths above 750 nm are

collected in quantum efficiency measurements under

reverse-bias voltage.

FIG. 4. Deposition rate as a function of the partial power PSiH4
¼ power

� silane flow concentration. (a) shows the same data as (b) but with low

silane partial powers magnified.

FIG. 5. Energy E04, where the absorption coefficient reaches 104 cm�1, for

different hydrogen dilutions and deposition conditions. The inset shows the

temperature and hydrogen dilution dependence of E04 for layers deposited at

RF, 2.5 mbar.
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For the combination of very low hydrogen dilutions and

high pressures, the current is lower than expected from the

bandgap of the absorber layers. The difference between

external quantum efficiency measurements performed under

�1 V bias voltage (EQE(�1 V)) and without any bias volt-

age (EQE(0 V)) shows that in these cases there is a large

collection problem over the entire absorption spectrum but it

is accentuated for blue light. Further, visual inspection of the

corresponding layers and substrate holders showed powder

deposition. These two observations support the hypothesis

that a-Si:H deposited under these conditions contains many

defects and is porous. The poor material quality resulting

from high-pressure and low-hydrogen-dilution depositions

affects the FF even more than the Jsc as we see to the left of

the maximum (for low hydrogen dilutions) in Fig. 6(b).

Note another aspect: The maximum FF obtained for a

given series decreases with increasing pressure. This is in

agreement with a generally lower current for high pressures

that cannot be justified by the bandgap. Indeed, a comparison

of the quantum efficiency with and without bias voltage

reveals that there is a charge-collection problem that is

wavelength independent, i.e., the relative difference between

EQE(�1 V) and EQE(0 V) is constant for high-pressure dep-

ositions. However, the absorber material quality of the best

cells deposited at 9.0 mbar does not seem to be worse than at

lower pressures, as the relative light-induced degradation is

similar (see the discussion in Sec. III E).

So, why does the maximum FF decrease with increasing

pressure? The underlying reason is not clear, but we note

that it is not necessarily linked to the intrinsic bulk properties

since the doped and buffer layers were developed for bulk

absorbers deposited at low pressure. Consequently, there

may be a bandgap mismatch or a difference in the amount of

hydrogen incorporated at the p-i interface, p-layer etching,

or similar interface problems that reduce the charge

collection.

Figure 6(d) shows the conversion efficiencies of the

solar cells calculated from the Voc, Jsc, and FF values shown

in Figs. 6(a)–6(c). It shows the trade-off between high volt-

age (wide-bandgap absorber), high current (small-bandgap

absorber), and high FF (good charge collection). As the FF
varies most for the different deposition conditions, trends in

efficiency mainly reflect trends in FF, which turns out to

be the most crucial parameter when optimizing solar cell

efficiency.

In contrast to United Solar Systems Corp.’s successful

industrial production of top cells for n-i-p triple junctions

with wide-bandgap absorbers and good charge collection,9 it

is questionable whether wide-bandgap absorber materials are

well suited for high-efficiency solar cells in the p-i-n config-

uration. For a-Si:H single junction solar cells as well as for

a-Si:H top cells in micromorph solar cells, the current that is

needed in the a-Si:H cell for a high-efficiency solar cell can-

not be obtained with a wide-bandgap absorber layer, as an

increase of Voc � FF can never compensate for the lower

current. For top cells in triple-junctions, it is not clear

whether a wide-bandgap top cell (higher Voc � FF but lower

current and thicker; hence stronger light-induced

FIG. 6. Performance of a-Si:H solar cells (a: Voc, b: FF, c: Jsc, d: efficiency), deposited at different pressures and hydogen dilutions, after 1000 h of light soak-

ing under AM1.5g light ð1000 W cm�2Þ at 50 �C. All absorber layers of these solar cells were deposited at 200 �C.
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degradation), or a small-bandgap top cell (lower Voc � FF
but higher current; can be made thinner and hence lower

light-induced degradation), gives better performance. This

depends on the quality of each layer and on the roughness of

the used substrate (see discussion in Sec. III F).

Overall, it is important to note that with increasing pres-

sure, the process window within which high-efficiency solar

cells can be obtained gets smaller. Even hydrogen dilutions

that are not very far away from the transition from a-Si:H to

lc-Si:H tend to lead to powdery plasmas and poor material

quality.

Note that we did not optimize the doped layers for

record efficiency, nor adapt them to different i-layer process

pressures. Nevertheless, efficiencies above 7.5% were

obtained for each processing pressure and the best cells with-

out an antireflective coating reached a very high efficiency

of 8.7% with a FF of 68% after light soaking.

E. Relative light-induced degradation

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the relative light-induced

degradation of the FF

DFF ¼ FFafter light soaking � FFbefore light soaking

FFbefore light soaking

(5)

and of the conversion efficiency. Most trends observed in

Fig. 6 are reproduced here, which reflects the fact that the

i-layer quality governs the initial state less than the light-

soaked state. Moreover, the FF is the parameter that dominates

the efficiency after light soaking. We see that cells deposited

under higher pressure degrade more, especially for low hydro-

gen dilutions. For lower pressures, there is a wider range of

dilutions that provides low-degradation cells than for higher

pressures. However, at all pressures there is an optimum hydro-

gen dilution for which the cells degrade only about 15%, which

is remarkably low. These solar cell results are in accordance

with the conclusions from plasma and layer analysis.

A correlation between light-induced degradation and the

microstructure factor

R� ¼ HSM

LSMþ HSM
; (6)

has been reported elsewhere,49 where HSM and LSM are the

integrals of the fits of the high and low hydrogen stretching

modes around 2090 cm�1 and 2000 cm�1, respectively.

For all layers investigated in the present article, the

stretching mode absorption bands (hence R�) have been

measured by FTIR and fitted with two Gaussians after

correction with a linear baseline. In all series except

0.2 mbar, R� shows a minimum (see Fig. 8). The range of

small R� becomes narrower and more pronounced as the

pressure is increased (note the logarithmic scale). The broad

minimum of low R� for low pressures is consistent with the

series of Alpuim et al. at 100 mTorr.50

In our case, the light-induced degradation of the cells

follows the trends of R�, as can be seen comparing Fig. 8

with Fig. 7. For low pressures, R� does not depend much on

the hydrogen dilution up to the transition to lc-Si:H growth.

In contrast, R� strongly depends on the hydrogen dilution for

higher pressures which can be attributed to the powdery

deposition conditions that result in larger voids and more

SiHn bonds with n � 2.51

F. Substrate dependence of Voc

Until now, the substrate dependence of cell parameters

was not addressed because the discussed trends were

FIG. 8. Microstructure factor R� of layers deposited under different pres-

sures and with different hydrogen dilutions. The same deposition conditions

have been used to deposit the bulk absorber layers of the solar cells dis-

cussed in Secs. III D and III E.

FIG. 7. Relative light-induced degradation of the FF (a) and conversion effi-

ciency (b) for the cells in Fig. 6. Open symbols indicate cells with a non-

zero lc-Si:H fraction and hence different degradation mechanisms.
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observed for all substrates. Nevertheless, solar cell perform-

ance, and in particular Voc, can depend strongly on the

substrate roughness. In Fig. 9, Voc is shown for cells

co-deposited on four different substrates for the hydrogen

dilution series deposited at 5.0 mbar. For all other hydrogen

dilution series (variable pressure, deposition temperatures of

160 and 250 �C), the same trends were observed.

For low hydrogen dilutions, Voc decreases only slightly

with increasing roughness. At least two mechanisms can

lead to this substrate dependence: First, the surface area of a

rough substrate is larger than that of a smooth substrate,

leading to thinner doped layers. Second, non-conformal or

even non-homogeneous deposition on a rough substrate leads

to a higher probability that the front and back electrode may

be nearly touching or may be poorly covered by the doped

and intrinsic layers. This can introduce weak diodes (parallel

to the standard diode in an equivalent circuit) that lower Voc

on rough substrates, similar to porous zones in microcrystal-

line solar cells.23

Higher hydrogen dilution increases the substrate

dependence of Voc dramatically from about 10 to 40 mV, and

this cannot be explained in the same manner. To understand

this substrate dependence, two solar cells were deposited right

at the transition from a-Si:H (close to the p-i interface) to

lc-Si:H (close to i-n interface). The only difference between

the cells was the i-layer thickness. Because of the thickness

dependence of crystallinity near the transition, the i-layer was

purely amorphous for the thinner cell (providing 950 mV Voc

after light soaking) but grew microcrystalline after a few hun-

dred nanometers in the 1 lm thick solar cell. A transmission

electron microscope (TEM) image of the thick cell is shown

in Fig. 10. It reveals substrate-dependent porous zones, seen

as chains of voids located above peaks of the underlying ZnO

texture and highlighted by arrows in the figure. These zones

could create weak diodes similar to porous zones in lc-Si:H

and thus decrease Voc. (Note that, in lc-Si:H, porous zones

are located above ZnO valleys.) Further investigations of

these zones are ongoing.

While the increased dependence on substrate roughness

for high hydrogen dilutions is less an issue for triple junc-

tions, where one can use wide-bandgap a-Si:H materials

together with smoother substrates, one needs better light

trapping for single-junction or micromorph tandem devices

and hence rougher substrates. However, on rougher sub-

strates, the bandgap increase (compared to lower hydrogen

dilutions) is not fully reflected in the Voc. The slightly

increased Voc does not compensate for the lower current, and

thus wide-bandgap materials deposited at high dilution are

not optimal for a-Si:H single-junction or micromorph

tandem devices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using VHF and RF PECVD, intrinsic a-Si:H layers

were deposited in a single deposition system varying hydro-

gen dilution, pressure, temperature and power, covering low-

pressure VHF a-Si:H, protocrystalline, polymorphous and

high-pressure RF a-Si:H materials. This allowed for the first

time a direct comparison of these materials regarding their

optical properties and the performance of solar cells using

them as absorber layers. The plasma physics was discussed

to explain the differences observed.

While optimum hydrogen dilutions leading to relative

light-induced degradation below 15% were identified for all

process pressures, the process windows leading to such

results narrow for increasing deposition pressure due to pow-

dery plasmas at low dilutions. The best cells reach post-

light-soaking efficiencies of 8.7% and FF of 68% without an

antireflective coating.

Light-induced degradation was shown to correlate well

with the microstructure factor R�, which has a sharp mini-

mum for high pressures but depends only little on the hydro-

gen dilution for lower pressures.

While the same trends were observed for cells co-

deposited on four substrates with different roughnesses, their

sensitivity changed considerably with the substrate rough-

ness. In particular, the substrate dependence of Voc increases

dramatically from about 10 to 40 mV from low to high

hydrogen dilutions (small to wide bandgap material). In a

TEM image of a solar cell with a very wide-bandgap

absorber, chains of small voids or porous zones were identi-

fied above peaks of the underlaying ZnO. On rough sub-

strates, these zones may create weak diodes that lead to a

decrease of Voc and limit the use of wide-bandgap materials

to smooth substrates.

FIG. 9. Voc after light soaking for the hydrogen dilution series of solar cells

co-deposited on four substrates with different roughnesses.

FIG. 10. TEM image of a 1 lm thick solar cell with an i-layer deposited at

the transition from a-Si:H to lc-Si:H. Arrows indicate peaks of the ZnO sub-

strate, above which chains of voids are located. TEM image taken by D.

Alexander.
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